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Salzburg‘s “World Space”

the gallery of Maps  
in the tuscany Wing

Cosmopolitans on the Bishop’s throne

The archbishops Wolf Dietrich and Marcus Sitticus were 
archenemies, and yet, not unlike each other: both build-
ers of the Gallery of Maps were scholarly, well-traveled 
men who arrived in Salzburg after their studies in the 
“Eternal City”. Their intention was to transform Salzburg 
into a “Rome north of the Alps”. The Residence Pal- 
ace was built as a representation of power. They sought 
to rule as sovereign princes in the midst of classical 
deities and Christian symbols, uniting the opposites:  
“Heaven and earth in one hand”.

Wolf Dietrich of Raitenau (1559-1617)

No other prince-archbishop of Salzburg has intrigued 
posterity more than Wolf Dietrich of Raitenau. His career 
had started so brilliantly, yet ended so tragically in pri-
son on Hohensalzburg Fortress.

The grand-nephew of Pope Pius IV was only 27 years 
of age when he was elected archbishop. He, however, 
struggled with his fate: his appointment as spiritual 
leader conflicted with his dreams of a military career.

Being a Renaissance prince as well as a Baroque arch-
bishop, Wolf Dietrich was torn between his admiration 
for Machiavellian power strategies and Tridentine re-
forms. Thus, his opinions and judgements were sud-
den, as were the policy shifts during his reign. Enduring 
was only his love for the commoner’s beautiful daugh-
ter Salome Alt, who bore him 15 children.

In his role as patron of the arts, Wolf Dietrich proved to 
be a “pearl-fisher” showing great appreciation for high 
quality. Barely a stone was left standing when large parts 
of the city were broken down to give place to the ba- 
roque squares and buildings which shape Salzburg’s 
image even today. During most of his reign, Wolf Dietrich 
was building the Salzburg Residence Palace, thereby 
staging his sovereignty. By commissioning the Gallery 
of Maps, he tried to bring the whole world into his pal-
ace, which he had to leave in fall 1611 when his ene-
mies were approaching. Painters and plasterers worked 
hard to please the prince-archbishop with an even more 
magnificent building upon his return. But his fate was 
sealed: Wolf Dietrich was not to come back. Today, we are 
still touched by his own awareness of his destiny. With 
melancholy, he scribbled onto the walls of his prison: 
Lieb ist Laydes Anfangkh, Über kurz oder langkh [Love is 
the source of all grief, be it long or be it brief].

Marcus Sitticus Count of Hohenems (1574-1619)

Marcus Sitticus felt being disadvantaged by his family, 
because his elder brother had come into a richer in- 
heritance, and his cousin Wolf Dietrich of Raitenau had 
prevented him from being elevated to cardinalate which 
he had striven for.

His big moment had finally come when his unloved cousin 
was taken prisoner after the latter had imprudently tried 
to occupy Berchtesgaden. Marcus Sitticus, being Wolf 
Dietrich’s sworn enemy, was elected as his successor. In 
fact, he prevented his predecessor’s release, but, for all 
the thick walls of the fortress, his adversary was to domi-
nate Marcus Sitticus’ thoughts to his last breath. Contem-
poraries spoke of “melancholy”, a disease that could not 
be cured.

The prince’s bleak temper was hardly lifted by the splen-
did staging of his sovereignty, not even by the completion 
of the Residence wing with the Gallery of Maps in 1614. 
Nonetheless, the cathedral, the trick fountains of Hell-
brunn, and the grammar school, which was later trans- 
formed into a university, still are impressive landmarks of 
his reign.

For further information and map depictions visit our website at the 
Faculty Library of Law:  
www.uni-salzburg.at/landkarten
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The Gallery of Maps in the Tuscany Wing

Dating from the time around 1600, the “Gallery of 
Maps” is the only one of its kind north of the Alps. The 
prototypes of such galleries can be found in Italy and, 
in particular, in the Vatican. The principals of the Salz-
burg Residence Palace, Prince-Archbishop Wolf Die-
trich of Raitenau and his successor Marcus Sitticus of 
Hohenems, maintained extensive contacts with this 
center of ecclesial power.

Pope Pius IV, the grand uncle of both prince-arch- 
bishops, had already had the “Terza Loggia” in his priva-
te chambers decorated with maps. At the very time when 
young Wolf Dietrich was in Rome to receive his theolo-
gical education, the stately “Galleria delle Carte Geogra-
fiche” in the Vatican Museums was being built. All the 
regions of Italy depicted in this imposing gallery (120 m 
in length and 6 m in width) are framed by gold-plated 
stuccoes, and accompanied by colorful frescoes that 
show emblems, allegories, and small figures. 
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The Gallery of Maps in the course of the centuries

Times became uneasy for the Gallery of Maps, when, 
in 1803, the Archbishopric of Salzburg was secularized. 
From 1922, many reconstructions later, the Austrian 
Federal Police “resided” in this part of the building. The 
hall was repeatedly subdivided into smaller offices. 
Stoves were installed, pipes laid, the rooms wired, and 
the walls whitewashed. In order to cut heating costs, 
a suspended ceiling was installed. On the yard side, 
several doors led on to a wooden balcony. Through the 
years, the archbishops’ Gallery of Maps had fallen into 
oblivion.

Restoration 

Quite unusual for mural paintings, the maps of the 
gallery were done as secco paintings. This technique 
caused great problems when it came to restoration: the 
layers of whitewash, subsequently applied, had blend-
ed with the precious paintings beneath. Numerous ex-
periments were necessary to find a suitable method for 
removing the overpainting, exposing the valuable pig-
ments, and fixing these to the ground. Layer by layer was 
removed with the aid of magnifiers, microscopes, and 
even more special equipment, such as dentist’s drills, 
scalpels, ultrasonic needles, and fiberglass brushes. 
This meticulous process required an enormous amount 
of time: it took about 800 hours to renovate 1 sqm.

Valuable colors

Azurite and lapis lazuli for blue, malachite for green, 
revermilion and cochineal for red: more than 20 color 
pigments were employed at that time, in some cases 
exorbitantly expensive ones. The archbishop must have 
been a generous patron. However, since these exquisite 
colors were often blended with ordinary pigments (such 
as earth colors, lampblack, or lead pigments), they tend 
to lose part of their natural brilliance.
The aim of restoration was to ensure the legibility of the 
maps and to incorporate the blemishes as comprehen-
sively as possible. The expenses for the conservation, 
completed in 1994, added up to 1.8 million euros.

Rediscovery

Much to everyone’s surprise, portions of historical maps 
were revealed on the walls of the Tuscany Wing in 1986, 
in the course of restoration work. Although a “gallery 
of maps” was mentioned in an inventory of the Resi- 
dence Palace, dating from 1727, it was assumed that 
this referred to a room furnished with atlases and 
globes, not to a hall decorated with mural paintings. Art 
historian Dr. Roswitha Juffinger was the first to locate 
the magnificent images, the splendor of which had been 
confined to archival documentation. She then initiated 
the exposure of a small wall segment. The miracle was 
perfect when Lake Balaton surfaced underneath. Soon 
after, the Austrian Federal Monuments Office decided 
to restore this unique cultural heritage.

Models for the maps

Two famous collections served as cartographic proto-
types for Salzburg’s Gallery of Maps: the representa-
tions of the countries  were based on  “Theatrum Orbis 
Terrarum” by Abraham Ortelius (first printed in 1570), 
and the townscapes, on the six-volume “Civitates Orbis 
Terrarum” by Georg Braun and Franz Hogenberg (pub-
lished between 1572 and 1617, and containing 530 
maps). Artists like Joris and Jakob Hoefnagel of Antwerp 
had travelled half of Europe to provide drawings as a 
basis for this valuable and unique collection.
In addition to these volumes, the Salzburg University 
Library still holds a number of other maps, originally in 
Wolf Dietrich’s possession.

Although Salzburg’s Gallery of Maps is admittedly much 
smaller (23.5 m long and 5.1 m wide), it pictures half of 
Europe and, beyond that, European cities, such as Ve-
nice, Prague, Paris, or London. Remnants of gold-plated 
stucco and decorative paintings, revealed during the 
restoration process, suggest that the maps had been 
gorgeously framed as well.
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